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Lights, camera, Bollywood: 
Exploring cinematic Mumbai

Often called mayanagari (city of dreams),
Mumbai is synonymous with Bollywood,
India’s largest film industry and one of

the biggest movie machines on earth. As the en-
tertainment hub of the country, it’s no surprise
that the city is home to hundreds of Bollywood
actors, directors, film-makers and wannabes, and
the city also appears in the storylines of dozens
of critically-acclaimed movies, from local hits
such as the Academy-Award nominated Salaam
Bombay!, 2013 romance The Lunchbox and
crime drama Chandni Bar to international re-
leases such as The Hundred Foot Journey, Slum-
dog Millionaire and Million Dollar Arm.

If you’re interested in the art of film-making
and understanding how, over the last century,
Bollywood has influenced and shaped Indian
popular culture, take time to explore the many

movie links in this cinematic city, from Bolly-
wood studios and shooting locations to vintage
cinema halls and striking wall art inspired by the
stars. Here’s a quick guide on how to turn your
trip to Mumbai into a blockbuster.

Get behind the scenes in Bollywood
After opening its exclusive doors only to ac-

tors for decades, Film City Studio in Mumbai has
now partnered with the state tourism depart-
ment to offer visitors a chance to step into their
favorite Bollywood movies, or at least the sets
where they were filmed.

One of India’s largest film studios, Film City
offers weekend bus tours to both indoor and
outdoor shooting sets for such hit movies such
as Shah Rukh Khan’s Happy New Year and Josh,
to name just a few. Visitors can get lucky with

Mumbai’s iconic landmarks
set the scene for many local
and international hit films

Mumbai’s ‘Welcome
to Fabulous 
Bollywood’ sign 


